
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a consultant, process. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for consultant, process

Engage with horizontal groups such as PMO, ATSV Finance, HR, ATSV
International, Compliance as appropriate to maintain a clear view of the
responsibilities of Application Managers and ensure the processes / tools
developed (as mentioned above) are in accordance with policies and
guidelines of those horizontal groups
Leads efforts within Consumer Academy to support associate development
priorities and programs
Lead and manage various projects in Consumer Academy to establish
Academy framework and approach across Consumer LOBs
Evaluates information collected from user feedback, Software Quality
Assurance, measures, assessments, lessons learned, to identify, quantify, and
propose improvements to process assets
Coordinate NEU actions, eg
Perform the fee structure alternatives analysis
After the requirements for the alternatives have been identified, the
consultant will analyze the effects of implementation on both agency
expenses and revenue
Based on this analysis, the consultant will work with the team to develop
recommendations for the client
Work with the team and client to assess revising the billing methodology
Write-up technical documentation to accompany all deliverables sent to the
client
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Bachelor’s degree in Business or Technology required
3 years of experience in technology, insurance, or health and wellness
business functions, , Product Development, Marketing, Customer Service,
Member Inquiries, Implementation, or Service Delivery OR 5 years of
experience
Work as part of a wider team of consultants, directed by Senior / Principal
Process Consultant
Occasionally stand, walk, use a telephone, lift, carry, push and pull objects
that weigh up to 20 lbs., write by hand
Rarely reach or work above shoulders, kneel/crawl, climb, twist, bend, stoop
and squat, grasp forcefully, sort and file paperwork, operate foot and or hand
controls, lift, carry, push and pull objects that weigh up to 21 to 40 lbs
Lean, Agile Certification


